
The Resurrection Disproves the 
Theory of Organic Evolution.

David W Allan

I Am a Unique Scientist in Many Ways, and I Do Not 
Support the Evolution Theory.
I appeal to logic, reason, reliable data, and what we can KNOW!  Most of the world 
believes in organic evolution – along with a large percentage of Christians -- and the 
internet is full of information in support of this theory. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Acceptance_of_evolution_by_religious_groups  

I Googled "no evolution across different kinds," and got 310 million results.  Essentially 
all of them were pro-organic evolution.  Recently, my alma-mater, BYU, one of the most 
significant religious universities in the world and where I got my bachelor’s degree in 
physics, put up a permanent display in their Bean Museum depicting the evolution of 
humankind.  Yet, only 22% of the members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints believe in it.  The highest percentages are among academics.  As Trevor Louden 
shows, and he shows why, the university staffs in America have been infiltrated by 
atheists and socialists: http://www.allanstime.com/Government/
Barack_Obama_and_the_enemies_within/index.html

My Science Background 
To give background for how I provide proof that the resurrection falsifies Darwin’s 
theory, I share the following.  I have been studying the sciences and how nature works 
for 68 years, but the most important truth I have learned is that God is the Master 
Scientist.  He is the master in any good discipline you care to think of, and knowing that 
has made all the difference in my life.  I have come to know God, as He has helped me 
almost daily in my work.  My basic desire is to have my work be His work, “to bring to 
pass the immortality and eternal life of man.” (Moses 1:39)  That my Heavenly Father 
loves me is not a belief.  I know, and I will tell you how you can know that He loves you.

Because of my successes, as a praying physicist, I have received several international 
awards, and Dr. Elizabeth Donley (Chief of the Time and Frequency Division at NIST 
Boulder, CO), representing the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 
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which is the largest scientific publishing house in the world, came to our home 5-6 
November 2018 and conducted a two day ORAL HISTORY of my life.  I was so pleased 
because I was able to give God the glory for my successes: https://ethw.org/Oral-
History:David_W._Allan   God’s way is the BEST WAY.  Not my will, but His will be done, 
is the bottom-line to the successes God has given me.  I believe He has blessed me so 
because of my willingness and desire to share the TRUTH.  I also know that Christ is 
“the way, the truth, and the life.” (John 14:6)

During this decade I have been invited to give four talks at international conferences in 
conjunction with the awards I have been given and the work the Lord has given me to 
do over my career path: two in Russia, one in Edinburgh, Scotland, and one in Houston, 
TX.  

If you Google “Allan variance,” which came out of my master’s thesis at the University of 
Colorado, you will get over 50 thousand results.  My thesis was published in the 
Proceedings of the IEEE in February 1966, and is one of the most cited publications to 
ever come out of the Department of Commerce.  My Russian colleagues told me they 
have better search engines and they found 2 million hits: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Allan_variance  When I went to Russia in 2014 to give a plenary talk at their 
International Time and Space Metrology Symposium held in Suzdal, I was given an 
award celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Allan variance signed by over 40 of their 
top scientists.  Grad students would come up to me with a printed copies of my master’s 
thesis for me to sign, and I took too cases of my book www.ItsAboutTimeBook.com and 
sold them all – a book that harmonizes science and religion!

The Lord has given me, with significant help from brilliant colleagues, the inspiration for 
three different variances, which are now international standards and widely used in the 
time and frequency communities, the navigation communities, and the telecom 
communities.  For those who have some math background and an appreciation for 
Fourier analysis, I prepared a tutorial to answer the questions they had for me during 
the IEEE oral history interview: https://ieee-uffc.org/frequency-control/educational-
resources/tutorials/.

I am so happy that I have been able to help make the world be a better place and to 
serve with my work.  I give God the glory.  In spite of my weaknesses, I believe He is 
pleased with me as I share His glorious gospel message around the world.  Now over 
90 nations visit my book’s web site: www.ItsAboutTimeBook.com, and the number is 
exponentially increasing, which not only harmonizes science and religion, but shows the 
solutions to many harmful false traditions that have crept into society, including organic 
evolution.

I love the story of James Tour a brilliant scientist and a Jew.  He thought it not wrong to 
view pornography until a friend shared with him what the Savior said in the New 
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Testament that “whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed 
adultery with her already in his heart.” (Matthew 5:28).  He found the Lord and was born 
again.  The Savior came into his room as he was praying and he felt this enormous 
cleansing power sweep through his soul --clean before God and from this addiction.  
https://www.youtube.com/embed/QNGLZvtRoiU.  

We are all sinners, and to enjoy the cleansing power of the Lord’s infinite atonement is 
the greatest blessing I have received in my life.  I personally know of the reality of the 
Lord’s infinite atonement, and I am eternally grateful for what the Lord has done, is 
doing, and will do for us.

We live in a unique time in world history.  I believe it is the best of times.  These times 
have been greatly blessed as we have been given this “Land of the Free” and as the 
Lord called the Prophet Joseph Smith to open up the Dispensation of the Fullness of 
Times and restored the fullness of the gospel of Jesus Christ.  Joseph prophesied that 
there would come a day when the world would prove him a prophet of God.  We are at 
that day.  

I am happy that I have been able to participate in that proof with undeniable data when 
studied carefully: https://itsabouttimebook.com/religious-science-translation-of-it-came-
to-pass/.  I am pleased that LDS Living has picked up on what I share in this article and 
from my book: http://www.ldsliving.com/The-Powerful-Book-of-Mormon-Phrase-We-
Always-See-but-Never-Think-About/s/81070.  You may enjoy the testimonial of Bob 
Webster at one of my talks: https://itsabouttimebook.com/book-of-mormon-evidence-
conference-david-w-allan/.

The scientific method depends on observable, repeatable, and reliable data to validate 
a hypothesis or theory.  In Chapter 1 of my book www.ItsAboutTimeBook.com I expand 
the scientific method to include God and things spiritual.  Spiritual things can also be 
“observable, repeatable, and reliable” and contribute to our data base.  In Chapter 2 of 
my book I use this expanded scientific method to document our pre-mortal existence as 
well as the fact that when we die our spirit does not die and goes into the Spirit World.  
The same person and personality we are here goes forward with us.  Then later, 
because of Christ’s glorious resurrection, all of us will be given glorious resurrected 
bodies.  Where we end up at the final judgement is our choice.  Read 2 Nephi 2:25-27 
in the Book of Mormon to get a clear picture of how important our choices are.

The Theory of Organic Evolution
As I have shown in Chapter 6 of my book and as I will further show in this article, the 
theory of organic evolution is false, this has enormous consequences in our education 
systems throughout the world and we have witnessed correlated moral decay with its 
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increased pervasiveness.  In scientific inquiry, you cannot prove a theory true.  From 
experimentation, you may show data consistency.  But data correlation does not prove 
validation.   A theory can be proven false if reliable falsifying data are known.  In 
Chapter 6 using reliable data from many credible scientists, I share the falsification of 
the theory of organic evolution.  Here I will give additional evidence proving the theory 
false.

In this article I share how the resurrection specifically falsifies this world wide accepted 
theory of organic evolution for the origin of humankind, which has enormous 
ramifications to the world society and to our religious views.  The only way we can know 
something is true is if God tells us.  We live in that day when His word is being proven, 
which is extremely important and exciting given the challenges we have today.  When 
he comes again, we will hear from heaven.

Charles Darwin 
The theory of evolution, as promulgated by Charles Darwin and as generally held in the 
world, includes man as being evolved from lower forms of life — contrary to the Biblical 
account. We have a lot of data for the law of evolution within a kind, and we see this as 
God’s design in helping any kind to adapt to its environment. Yet we have no data for 
cross-kind evolution – even though the world would have you believe otherwise.  If you 
have no cross-kind evolution, then you have no validation for the theory of organic 
evolution.  It is an empty theory that has been promulgated for nearly 150 years and is 
largely believed around the world as being true.  Hence, to prove otherwise is of great 
value to society; thus, the reason I am writing this article to further falsify organic 
evolution.

Ray Comfort with LivingWaters.com does a great job interviewing several atheists and 
people who believe in the theory of organic evolution.  He brings them to understand, as 
we all need to understand, that we have no repeatable and observable data showing 
evolution across different kinds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=U0u3-2CGOMQ&t=1503s  Therefore, we have no validation for this theory.

Watch the excellent youtube video by Ben Stein, Expelled! No Intelligence Allowed!, He 
interviews people on both sides of the organic-evolutionary theory, and he comes out 
the door, “Intelligent Design!”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5EPymcWp-g.  It is a 
well done documentary.

Now, largely because of the introduction of the theory of organic evolution, over ninety 
percent of the leading American scientists believe the Bible is a myth.  There is a 
fascinating prophecy of Joseph in Egypt that there would come a time when people 
would disbelieve the Bible and that one of the purposes of the Book of Mormon coming 
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forth would be to show the Bible to be true, as outlined in the above blog article on my 
book’s web site.  In addition to validating the Bible, the main purpose of the Book of 
Mormon is as a second witness with the Bible that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, 
and that He gave us the infinite atonement, which includes the glorious and miraculous 
resurrection of our Lord and Savior and opens the door to the greatest of all the gifts of 
God – Eternal Life.  I will show you with reliable data that this is true.  We start with faith 
until we come to know.  By the way, in my book I show that a scientist has to have faith.

The Resurrection
When studied the historical data validating the resurrection are most profound.  The 
religious records as well as much of the secular records tell of Jesus arising from the 
grave, and showing Himself in both the eastern (Bible account) and western 
hemispheres (Book of Mormon account).  Many other documents show consistency with 
the testimonies of these two most important books.  Good information can lead to good 
conclusions if we are willing to accept that “good information” from any reliable source, 
which may be either physical or spiritual.  Erroneously, most scientists and historians 
choose to ignore anything spiritual or from God.  They cannot prove that God does not 
exist, yet they seem to ignore all the evidences that He does.

There are uncountable documented miracles God performs in our lives, but most non-
believers chose to ignore them, and the resurrection of our Lord is the best documented 
miracle of them all.  Chapter 5 of my book www.ItsAboutTimeBook.com documents the 
miracle of our grand-daughter, Mary Owen, being found alive after spending six days 
and nights stranded on Mount Hood after a falling accident.  She was found with angelic 
assistance, as documented by a Coast Guard rescue helicopter.  Similarly, the 
Cookeville Miracle documents angelic assistance in saving the children in a horrible 
bombing perpetrated by a vengeful person.  These miracles are well documented and 
provide reliable data:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Cokeville_Miracle.

The Book of Mormon has been documented as reliable ancient American religious 
history witnessing the resurrection of our Lord and Savior.  https://www.byutv.org/player/
90be2679-e6eb-4039-afa1-fee5477b0c20/a-new-day-for-the-book-of-mormon,  I have 
several blog articles on my book’s web site so validating.  If you go to the search icon at 
www.ItsAboutTimeBook.com and put in “Book of Mormon,” you will find several 
fascinating articles.

In the following blog article, I show how the miracle of the resurrection is the capstone of 
the infinite atonement: https://itsabouttimebook.com/resurrection-capstone-of-the-
atonement/  I further show that without the resurrection we are damned and in Satan’s 
grasp forever: https://itsabouttimebook.com/does-the-resurrection-save-us/  Seven is 
the number of perfection or completeness in the Lord’s arithmetic, and there are seven 
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steps to the Lord’s infinite atonement, with seven sub-steps to each of these: https://
itsabouttimebook.com/the-infinite-atonement-of-jesus-christ/, and the Lord’s resurrection 
is the last and most glorious miraculous step.

In addition to all the religious validations of the resurrection, there are a large number of 
secular and extra historical validations.  Consider, as an example, the following.  There 
are well over 13 million documented near-death experiences (NDEs), and in many of 
them the person having the NDE has had the privileged of seeing the resurrected 
Savior.  Many of their experiences are also documentable in that what they experienced 
and talked about while out of body they could not have known.  We have several 
friends, who we trust, who have had NDEs and they now know the Savior on a personal 
basis. To ignore these data would compromise our integrity, which I choose not to do.

Christ in Matthew 7 and Alma tell us how to know the truth.  

Beware of false prophets which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly 
they are ravening wolves.  Ye shall know them by their fruits.  Do men gather 
grapes of thorns or figs of thistles?  Even so every good tree bringeth forth 
good fruit; but a corrupt three bringeth forth evil fruit.  A good tree cannot bring 
forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit…  Wherefore by 
their fruits ye shall know them. (Matt. 7:15-20)

“By their fruits ye shall know them.”  Alma tells us that as we plant the seed of faith in a 
truth, if the seed is good, it will bring forth good fruit, “…it swelleth and sprouteth, and 
beginneth to grow, ye must needs know that the seed is good.” (Alma 32:33) From the 
Savior’s logic in Matthew 7 we have both a necessary and sufficient condition to know 
the fruit is good or not.  Hence, we can come to know something is true.  Now we can 
KNOW.  Jesus said, “If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it 
be of God, or whether I speak of myself.” (John 7:17)  Notice, He says we can “know.”  
This has been a very important scripture for me in my pursuit of the TRUTH in religion 
and in science.

Last Sunday morning (6 September 2019) during the Semi-annual General Conference 
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, President Russell M. Nelson shared 
how countries are now coming to him to have the missionaries because they can see 
the good fruits of the members: https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-
conference/2019/10/46nelson?lang=eng  He outlined the massive amount of 
humanitarian efforts the members of the Church are giving throughout the world to both 
member and non-member in need.  God loves all of His children, and so should we.  
The fruits of most of the members of the Church show to be good.  The Church’s main 
goal is to bring people to Christ and to prepare for His glorious Second Coming.
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All will stand before the bar of Christ because of the resurrection.  Is that important 
information for everyone to know?  At that day, everyone will know of the importance of 
the infinite atonement and will bend the knee gratefully knowing, because He loves us 
with an infinite love, his justice and mercy are perfect and are balanced for our eternal 
best interests, and all will acknowledge that great TRUTH.

Suicide Rates are Now Epidemic
Atheism and the theory of evolution are significantly contributing to the suicide rates – 
people believing that death will take them out of life’s miseries and not knowing the 
purpose of life.  As I share in my book, in pre-mortal time in the presence of our loving 
Heavenly Father, we shouted for joy for the privilege to come to earth.  We knew that 
life would have many challenges, but that those challenges would be for our growth and 
benefit when we understood His perfect plan.

My dear friend, Dr. Joyce Brown, has written a book for suicide prevention.  It is the best 
book I know of on this subject.  She had a near death experience, and knows from the 
other side of the veil that suicide is definitely not the answer in dealing with life’s 
challenges.  She has received hundreds of letters from people thanking her for saving 
their lives.  You can get her book here: www.helpstopsuicide.org 

God’s perfect plan includes perfect mercy and justice administered by a perfect and 
loving God.  When we study it, we cannot imagine a better plan, which we will fully 
appreciate when we all stand before the bar of God.  As Dr. Brown succinctly says to 
live our lives so that we will know “How to Make Certain You Enjoy the Other Side When 
You Get There.”

Satan is So Subtle
When you look at the big picture, it is Satan fighting against Christ and all who would 
follow Him.  I find it fascinating that at the same time the Lord introduced the 
dispensation of the fullness of the gospel through the Prophet Joseph Smith, one of 
Satan’s subtle counter attacks was through Darwinian evolution.  Organic evolution 
destroys the Bible story of Adam and Eve and that we were born as their descendants 
into a fallen world.  Most of the world have bought Darwin’s theory with atheistic 
consequences and contributing to the suicide rate when people our faced with 
challenges or don’t feel they have a purpose for living.

After Darwin, then Satan moved the next step with John Wesley Powell and colleagues 
extending organic evolution to social evolution and the “doctrine of manifest destiny.”  In 
so doing, they implied that the Native Americans were inferior, and hence it was 
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permissible to take away their lands, and to drive them out and kill them.  What a great 
travesty was perpetuated.

Then Satan takes it to step three introducing political evolution through socialism and 
communism, which takes us away from the liberty provided by our Constitution  and 
Declaration of Independence.  God gave us this “Land of the Free” to promulgate the 
gospel message to the world.  Only through the atonement can we truly be free 
individually and as nations and have liberty.  Socialism makes the state sovereign; the 
gospel of Jesus Christ makes the individual sovereign.  We are each precious children 
of God and not chattel to the state.

The Proof: 
If the theory of Darwinian evolution is true, then the Bible story of Adam and Eve in the 
Garden of Eden and the Fall as they partook of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil cannot be true.  If the Bible story is true and Christ’s infinite atonement 
overcame the effects of the Fall, then organic evolution cannot be true.  Since we have 
no reliable data showing evolution across-kinds, which is essential for organic evolution 
to be true, and now we have a great deal of reliable data documenting the resurrected 
Lord with witnesses of His infinite atonement, then Darwin’s theory of evolution is false.  
The ramifications of this falsification are enormous.

I give you one of a large number of examples of current day witnesses of the Lord’s 
glorious resurrection and love.  In the following blog article, entitled The Blessing of 
Abraham – The Great Gathering, I briefly share the remarkable conversion story of the 
Iranian, Afshin Javid.  He was a devout follower of Ala and was visited by Christ. https://
itsabouttimebook.com/blessing-abraham-afshin-javid/  It is a remarkable conversion 
story and is not singular.  I could share many more like it.

In the above mentioned blog article https://itsabouttimebook.com/religious-science-
translation-of-it-came-to-pass/, I have researched 1800 phrases in the scriptures of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which includes the King James Version of 
the Bible.  These three phrases tie back to the ancient Hebrew Kabbalah and give direct 
evidence of the Adamic language spoken by Adam and Eve and their descendants.  
The distribution and use of these 1800 phrases validates Joseph Smith to be a Prophet 
of God, and most importantly validating the Adam and Eve vital piece of human history 
and the infinite atonement of our Lord and Savior, which includes His most miraculous 
and all important resurrection.  

One of these phrases shows that we have a hidden book of scriptures in our scriptures 
preparing us for the Second Coming and about the restoration of the fullness of the 
gospel in the latter days.  It is humanly impossible for the distribution and use of these 
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1800 phrases to be the product of human beings and directly give evidence of God’s 
hand in these sacred and precious scriptures.  It provides a divine signature for all to 
see and for hearts to feel.

I challenge anyone to read this blog article and the links associated with it and prove me 
wrong.  In several of my blog articles on my book’s website, I show God continues to 
provide more and more evidence validating His Word.  Let us exercise our faith until we 
also KNOW!  We are fortunate to live in the glorious day when we now have reliable 
data so we can know, if we will plant the seed of faith to find out that the resurrection is 
real, it will resonate with our souls and be most delicious – bringing love, joy and peace 
to our hearts.  

Organic evolution, was devised by Satan to destroy the Bible story.  It takes away moral 
responsibility.  God gave us a conscious so we could know good from evil.  We see that 
organic evolution is actually anti-Christ and not only false, but has had a massive 
destructive effect on society as we have seen a significant moral decline correlated with 
the introduction of this theory.  It is a massive harmful deceit that has been perpetrated 
throughout the world.

Now Beware of Further Subtleties of Satan
Most appropriately, the early Christians were most excited with the glorious resurrection 
and shared this miraculous event, as part of His infinite atonement, with enthusiasm.  
Back then, Christianity spread across the world like wildfire in spite of incredible 
persecution.  

Satan is always trying to deceive us, but he is also is subtle over time to gradually creep  
in false traditions that will take us away from the Christ.  Now, Satan has removed the 
significance of the resurrection from our Christian worship.  For example, while the 
Catholics and Episcopalians believe we need the ordinances to be saved, the 
evangelicals believe we are saved by grace and look to the cross of Christ and His 
sufferings for their sins to save them.  We don’t see the resurrected Christ in their art 
work and worship. 

 In 1830, when the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was restored through the 
Prophet Joseph Smith along with the Book of Mormon, the importance of the 
resurrection was clearly taught and shared with similar enthusiasm as with the early 
Christians.  Now, the members, of which I am, often express their gratitude for the 
“atoning sacrifice” of Christ, and seldom express their gratitude for the resurrection like 
the early Christians did.  The Satanic encroachment on all of Christianity is very evident, 
and now we as members of the restored Church are not sharing the gospel nearly as 
well as we did in earlier times. 



Please know that the Living resurrected Christ is most important to us today.  Heavenly 
Father and Jesus visited Joseph Smith in a magnificent epiphany to begin this last 
dispensation of the fullness of the gospel of Jesus Christ before He comes again.  Next 
year the Church will celebrate the 200th Anniversary of this “Magnificent Epiphany” that 
commenced the beginning of the dispensation of the fullness of times, as prophesied by  
the Apostle Paul, in preparation for the Lord’s coming. (Eph. 1:10)

All true Christians should be most grateful for all seven incredible steps performed by 
our Savior in His infinite and loving atonement opening the door to the greatest of all the 
gifts of God – Eternal Life.  Yes, we focus on His unfathomable suffering for us, but also 
that He overcame death and hell as His glorious resurrection proves.  It also proves the 
existence of the fall of Adam and Eve and that His infinite atonement totally overcame 
the effects of the fall with enormous hope for us all.   Because of His resurrection, God 
will give us a perfect body to go with our spirit that we may receive a fullness of joy in 
His presence as we keep His commandments.  His plan is perfect – bringing us out of 
all our imperfections and through all our challenges as we come unto Him. (Matt. 
11:28-30)

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden and I will give you 
rest.  Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in 
heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls.  For my yoke is easy, and 
my burden is light.


